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Uncover the Wonders of (Normally Gluten-Free) Coconut Flour!com) can walk you through all
you need to know for utilizing the flour with great outcomes. a few tablespoons provides you
with between 25 to 50 percent of your daily needed intake! In addition from what coconut
flour doesn't include, what it does contain is just as impressive. Not only is it packed with
protein, but it addittionally contains four times even more fiber than oat bran; It contains no
gluten and no grain, and is usually lower in digestive carbs and saturated in dietary fiber,
making it a popular among Paleo, gluten-free of charge, grain-free, nut-free of charge, and
low-glycemic dieters. Unlike gluten-free flour mixes, nevertheless, coconut flour can be utilized
on its own and contains only one, all-natural ingredient coconut. No fillers, additives, and gums
here - just simple, all-organic treats such as:* Cheddar Biscuits * Skillet Cornbread * Chocolate
Chip Scones * Spiced Pumpkin Breads * Carrot Cake * Chocolate Level Cake * Red Velvet
Cupcakes * Pesto Flatbread Pizza * Garlic-Cauliflower Breadsticks * Spinach Mushroom Feta
Crêpes * Coconut Shrimp with Nice Chili Dipping SauceAuthor and blogger Erica Kerwien
(www.Inside, you'll discover ways to bake wonderful muffins, cakes, cookies, savory bites and
even more with this phenomenal flour, that is now no problem finding in most grocery stores and
online. Yet its pure, slightly sweet taste is subtle plenty of that even coconut haters won't be
able to detect it, and it lends itself flawlessly to baked items, creating results far more
advanced than many other gluten-free treats. One bite of light and moist coconut flour bread
is sure to have you addicted!comfybelly.Coconut flour is quickly becoming one of the most
popular flours on the market today, and deservedly thus. You'll also look for a handy icon
guide for all those recipes which are (or can be produced) Paleo, grain-free, gluten-free, dairy-
free, nut-free of charge and more, so very quickly you'll be whipping up new favorites that may
please everyone (and every diet) at your table.
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So amazing We made the drop biscuits and Morning hours Glory muffins this weekend (with
coconut oil) plus they turned out well. This is a great book for those who have Celiac Disease
or for anyone who has chosen the Paleo lifestyle. Loaned it to someone and never got it back
therefore had to buy it once again. I'll try reducing the coconut oil and sugar the next time
but I needed to try them the direction they were written the first time through. You do not know
how frustrating it can be when your diet plan is indeed limited. It's a distinctive resource for
those of us dealing with allergies.-some recipes rely on almond meal but that is a minority of
recipes-nearly all coconut flour recipes There is rely heavily in eggs, these included.I've
recommended it to therefore many friends who are on an immunological related diet plan..
Since then, I have been searching on the internet for recipes using coconut flour.BUT. I must
follow the SCD diet for about a year for diverticulitis therefore i can't make all of the dishes,
esp. I am so happy and relieved to get this book.I believe it is still worthwhile to have this
cookbook if you want tested recipes that you can use and/or adapt (and just to come up
with ideas)I WISH I had this for my toddler's first birthday party thus he could experienced real
cake rather than the hockey puck point I made up myself! Great book,perfectly put together,I
am new to cooking with coconut flour ,but this book offers me cooking to perfection.) He eats
coconut flour weekly.UPDATE: A year later on, we are still by using this cookbook. This week I
used the waffle recipe and it proved helpful beautifully in our new small waffle maker. My son's
first waffles! Cauliflower Pizza Dough that HAS THE AROMA OF the Real Thing?. the ones with
chocolate, but I was so shocked to get that the first recipe I tried - the pizza breadsticks -
actually smelled like yeasty pizza dough as it was baking! Allergy and Adhd With a new and
recent education of our sons allergies, I looked for quick solution recipies.Who would believe
that the main component was cauliflower - which isn't my favorite vegetable either. I have now
made several things like the no nut flatbread which appears and tastes nearly the same as
cheesy focaccia and the carrot cake. I so appreciate that Erica presents a lot of variations
which include a choice to dodge the almond flour, that i feel is relied on too much in a lot of
Paleo and SCD cookbooks.This will be my new "go-to" book for most of my breads and
desserts, without question. Great! I was impressed the "biscuits" organized: I've never baked with
coconut flour beyond a muffin tin but they worked! Great options for GF diet and wonderful
bread alternatives! It not only provides recipes, but provides instruction on how best to alter
the dishes given the kind of diet plan you are on--exchanges you may make. I was skeptic
about this cookbook since it wasn't by a popular food blogger. many of the recipes I've been
able to easily alter to lessen the sugar articles even further or .. I could now save the time I
spent searching for recipes and instead preparing foods to eat! That took lots of time and
corporation. As a vegetarian, a incredibly low glucose no grain diet plan is extreme. This
cookbook has been invaluable if you ask me. The quality recipes in this publication are easy
and educational. Further, most of the recipes I've been in a position to easily alter to reduce
the sugar content material even further or exchange it for a different glucose source (just like a
half cup of honey for a mashed banana). A few of the quality recipes are easier than presently
there flour counterpart, just like the each day pie crust. I cannot recommend it enough. When
you have an egg allergy or are vegan, Personally i think for you, but this reserve isn't going to
be useful-many of the dishes are riffs on coconut flour plus eggs. One of these, I brought a
quiche crafted from it for a Christmas party. I have been using a lot of almond flour for baking
and lately found out I have to limit nuts in my diet. A big many thanks to Erica for putting
together this recipe collection. Was unsure but I LOVE it! Enjoy! I also made the Chocolate
Buttercream frosting that was pretty buttery tasting. Great book. I've tried 3 random recipes



and they are all awesome! I produced the chocolate banana bread in fact it is so, so
excellent! I also made the Everyday Flatbread and produced pizza from it which was probably
the best "paleo-like" pizza I've acquired since I've acquired to limit my food groupings. I
produced the Chocolate cloud cupcakes in addition to they are even better tasting than the
swirl cupcake recipe from Elana's pantry cupcake reserve, which is stating something because
everything of Elana's is awesome as well. Due to certain health issues I don't eat any starches
or grains so I'm always searching for new ideas to mimic all the foods I miss. I in fact cut it with
a Vanilla frosting I designed to lessen the butter taste. I'll try using part Nutiva Shortening the
next time, but I liked the frosting, a good little buttery it was so good. I can't wait to have the
time and energy to try more. Dishes are without headaches, but I'm in grad college so my
cooking period is limited. Happily every minute spent using the dishes in this publication have
been well worth the time! Might as well possess a set to work with which will keep my small
poodle puppy & (He still loved it.I highly recommend it to anyone who's looking to switch their
eating in order to avoid gluten,and use healthier choices. The recipes appear great and an
easy task to follow. Have been Searching for a Coconut Flour Cookbook that's Easy to follow
with a Simple List of ingredients that can be purchased in any supermarket, and found this one
that We consider to be Superb. Its Recipe directions are well organized too. The Recipes look
like Tasty, and types that everyone will love, including Me.We was so Excited by what this
Publication contains that I will get 'Erica Kerwien's' other Book too. Coconut Flour Cookbook. I
Happy for a long time to come. Loaned it to somebody and never got it back so had to buy
it again. I REALLY LIKE THIS Publication! The muffins seemed just a little oily but they were
definitely moist and my toddler enjoys them. I love to eat natural which book gives some very
nice recipes in addition to basic information. I recommend it to anyone who would like to
avoid processed flours. Beautiful book-- easy about the eyes This is the kind of cookbook that
just feels good to start and use. The photos are wonderful and the written text is clean. THIS is
a great find! Love this reserve! Many individuals who have a problem with most grains want this
book also! Book Great book Thanks! Actually my fussy hubby loves this book! THIS is a great
find! Thanks so much for putting together this reserve! She was so incredibly happy to have
something she could consume which tasted GOOD.. I actually was heartbroken when my doctor
told me I needed to on an immune process diet due to a health concern.. A Super Book that is
Well Worth the amount of money You spend to obtain it. So helpful! Plenty of dishes for baking
and what a deal with to also find recipes for cooking foods.. I produced a pesto sauce and a
marinara structured sauce for toppings and my husband and I absolutely couldn't show the
difference between this pizza and shop bought - except it was better! We love some of the
recipies in this publication! Information regarding cooking with Coconut Useful information and
recipes Not good for Keto etc diets due to missing carb/prot/fat totals Simply no total count
per recipe of the carbs, fats, and proteins which are in the finished recipe, so of small use to
people carrying out Keto and additional diets. Five Stars I liked the publication. Well
packaged . Good recipes.
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